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I was looking around for a Grist Mill and found a picture of one from STONEWORKS... (see 
Picture 1 on the following page). 
 
So kind of using that idea, I came up with my own version using floor tile on plywood.  
I'm going to try to make this in to a 3-part article on how I built mine so you may want to try to 
build one too. They're not that hard to build and a lot of fun getting the water flow just right 
from a small pond pump. 
 
I was going to try putting this article in Garden R.R. but my camera, can't take pictures that 
they required a 5 mega-pixel or better, mine can only do 3.85 mega-pixels. 
 
 

http://www.rrstoneworks.com/
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Picture 1:  The “Stone Mill”   Modeling by; Bruce Chandler 

 
So I figured this may be a better place to show others how they can build this to. Hope this is 
something you might like to build. 
 
PART I – Well Lets get started...  
 
I took some 3/8" plywood that I had laying around and made a box. I cut the sides 12" x 14" 
and ends were 9" x 12". On the side where the water wheel is to go I cut out two windows 1-
1/2" x 3" on the upper floor. The opposite side has two windows on the first floor and one on 
the second floor, the opening toward the rear window location was made 4 inches high and now 
is a door. This will be where you hoist the grain up using a beam with a pulley for the second 
floor. The front of building (see picture 4) has one window on second floor and main door on 
first floor. The back of the building (see picture 3) has one window on first and second floor. 
 
After I cut these windows and doors out. I used Titebond III wood glue and small brads to put 
the sides and ends together. 
 
 
 

http://jbrr.com/html/stone_mill.html
http://www.titebond.com/WNTitebondIIITB.asp
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After assembly I measured the diagonals and made sure it was square and then let the glue dry. 
Next I cut four 1/2" square redwood pieces, then using small brads and wood glue I installed 
one in each of the four inside corners for bracing. I Let this dry over night. 
 
The next day I took some scrap floor tile that I had, different shades of gray and orange mixed 
colors in them from Home depot. (Mine were 2' x 2' square) I took a hammer and broke them 
up into small pieces on a sheet of plywood. 
 
Next I laid them out for a dry-fit with colors facing up right, to see how I could blend them in 
size and color to look like they were used like stones. 
 
Now that my box was dry I started to layout my tile pieces to see how I can get straight edges 
on the window and door openings, while also, trying to get them as close to the edge of the 
building as possible (see picture 2). 
 

 
Picture 2:  Right side of the mill, where the water wheel will be. 

 
Don't worry about the spaces on the corners where the tile meets. We are going to fill that in 
with redwood later on. So try to get tile edges up close to edge of building as you can. 
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For the loading door on the second floor, install a 3/8” x 6” beam so that it sticks out from the 
side of the building a ways (see picture 3), this is where the pulley for loading grain will be 
attached later. Make sure you installed it above the door opening, then tile around it. 
 

 
Picture 3:  Left side and rear of the Grist Mill. 

 
When you are tiling the building, leave about 1/2 inch for the top of building… (see picture 3) 
this is going to be for the roof cap. 
 
 Now make the roof out of plywood. We just made a pitch that looks good to us. You can do 
sharper pitches if you like. Ours is going to have tin corrugated roofing. Put the end caps to go 
over the front and back of the building and then cut the plywood for the roofs to fit the link you 
need. Then set it on to get a good fit so you can lift it off for access later on. 
 
I'm kind of jumping ahead on pictures because it takes so much space here to show each one. 
So I'll try to get pictures, which show most of the detail as we go.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://1stclass.mylargescale.com/noelw/Grist%20Mill/4%20.JPG
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Picture 4:  Left side and front of the Grist Mill. 

 

 
Picture 5:  Rear and left side of Grist Mill. 
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After I made the roof section, I started to install my tin corrugated roofing. My tin roofing was 
made out of coke cans and run thru a hobby craft paper-crimping (corrugating) tool (Most craft 
stores have them, see picture 7 below for an example). 
 

 
Picture 6:  Attaching the corrugated tin to the roof. 

 
I then filled in the stone on end of roofing cap. After this was done I went back and started to 
grout in around the tiles and around the windows to coat the plywood. 
 

 
Picture 7:  Fiskars Paper Crimper (6-1/2" wide) 
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Picture 8:  Mill with the roof placed on top. 

 
Let this all dry and will come back to it later on. Are we having fun yet?  
 
 
PART II – THE MILL FOUNDATION & SLUICE 
Well... We need a place to put this Mill. So I found a spot that might work out OK. It has a 
small stream that I have a small pond pump that pump from my Koi pond and returns to it after 
a 14-foot run. I put a garden water hose "y" on the pump outlet that is adjustable so I can 
regulate the stream or creek flow. I installed another regulated "Y" for the creek and small hose 
to the Sluice trough. Will get into this later on when we make the Sluice boxes.  
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This is the location I picked out. I laid out a flat area and boxed it in to cement a pad about 4 
inches deep. Mine is about 30 inches x 24 inches. It has a road coming to it. 
 

 
Picture 9:  Proposed location for the new mill. 

 

 
Picture 10:  New mill foundation poured. 
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Another pic. 
 

 
Picture 11:  Close up of the foundation forms. 

 
We let this dry for two days before we took off the forms. Then we put some more small rocks 
around the creek side of the pad. 
 
Now lets start making the Sluice box and troughs for the water run. 
 
I took some 2" square redwood pieces, which I had laying around and took my table saw to cut 
out the troughs. I set the saw to leave 1/4-inch sides and went one inch deep. It looked good 
and won't break if hit, unless it's stepped on.  
 
I then figured out how far I wanted to run to the mill and able to hide the start of the water run 
of the trough. I figured it would be neat if I made it in two or three sections. I wanted 
something simple to hold them up, so looking around on the Internet I found that all I had to do 
is to put just upright timbers under it and brace them. So with that in mind I figured I would use 
3/8-inch redwood about 14 inches long to start with. I'm going to drive them in deep in the soil 
so it won't fall over. 
 
I made a bunch of them and water sealed them, then clear coated them. This makes them a rich 
dark weathered wood. 
 

http://1stclass.mylargescale.com/noelw/Grist%20Mill/cement%20slab2%20.JPG
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I laid these troughs out starting from the mill so I can figure out how high these had to be. Then 
the next trough going along side of track and had to cross over another set of a branch spur had 
to lie on top of the first trough. So.... just trying to figure out how long I had to go. Now I know 
I need about 10 feet of troughs. 
 
Next is to take my longest one that is about 4 foot long and make a sluice trough. I wanted to be 
able to adjust the excess flow and regulate the water wheel speed. So I made this. 
 

 
Picture 12:  Sluice water flow regulation gate. 

 
I cut an opening in the side that is away from the building, and made a slot for the over flow. 
Then made a board to be raised up and down to reg. the flow. I used a 1/4" x 20 bolt and 
soldered an angle piece of wire to the top of bolt to use as a handle. This is hard to show so 
hope you can see it ok. Using Titebond III I glued a nut on top of bracing over top of the box. 
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Picture 13:  Sluice gate from another angle. 

 

 
Picture 14:  Sluice gate from another angle. 
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Picture 15:  Overhead view of sluice and control gate. 

 

 
Picture 16:  Waterwheel end of sluice. 
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Picture 17:  Showing water flow rates from gate & waterwheel supply. 

 
I made a 7-inch extension added on to the trough that is glued inside of the trough to make it a 
small water run. Then installed small lever to gate and regulate the flow and to back up the 
water to the over flow gate. On that extension I went back 1/2 inch and made a 1/4" hole in 
bottom of trough so the water will drain to waterwheel. Once in a while if you open up the gate 
the excess will go over the end of it. Ya... and make the water wheel go nuts (fast). 
 
Now that I have the trough for the waterwheel made I installed small piece of redwood board 
going across the top and down the sides of the trough every 6 inches or so. Then on the 
showing side of the troughs, took an awl and made some board grooves to look like they were 
boards. Then on end board I made two nail holes in them... Makes it look very real.  
If you look close you can see the boards and nail heads. Sorry about the bad pictures.  
 
Next as you can see I installed the upright beam to hold the troughs up. Used a level with a 
small 1/2" deg angle to keep the water to flow to the wheel. Then laid my next trough over top 
of this one and put end boards on it. Drilled a 1/2-inch hole so the water can drain out the 
bottom end of the trough. 
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Picture 18:  Mill sluice over the branch line track. 

 
Then run over the branch line along side of the trestle and make the trough in three sections to 
make the turn to go under the track... Didn't want any water flow restrictions at this point. All 
troughs are sealed and clear coated. 
 

 
Picture 19:  Mill sluice going under main line. 
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Picture 20:  Long shot showing sluice path to mill. 

 
I then adjusted the water flow to see where I had to raise or lower the troughs. It takes a lot of 
time to get the flow just right so water doesn't go over the sides. But just take your time and 
you will have fun and can sit back and say I did this.  
 
This takes care of part two. Like I said ... Are we having fun yet?  
 
 
PART III... This is were we finish up Grist Mill…  
By the way... Thanks for the nice comments. Glad you have found this is a project that you’d 
like to maybe make for your garden… We sure enjoy ours now.  
 
Well back to the building to finish it up… Remember the building corners where the stone 
meets that were not finished. This is where we will cut some 1/2-inch redwood timbers. Cut 
them to the length of the corners of the building and glue them with Titebond III. It takes about 
30 min to set up. Then cut a small piece of the same size timber to go over top of the main 
doorway in front of building. You should already have the loading beam installed over the 
grain hoist door on the second floor. Now grout the tile up to these timbers for a nice straight 
line. Doing the windows you just make windows opening straight as possible. Will come back 
to them later… Let the grout set up for a few minutes and then with a wet old cotton sock I 
clean up the tile to make a nice finish. Let it set for about an hour and then come back and dry 
wipe the tile to finish up. 
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The following are pictures showing the timbers in place and the tile grouted. 
 

 
Picture 21:  Close up showing timbers & power line for lighting. 

 

 
Picture 22:  Close up showing pulley attached to hoisting beam. 
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Picture 23:  Showing the corner timbers installed. 

 
Next we will install the windows. I got my windows from a club member but you can get them 
off of Evil bay, Hobby shops or some adds on the Internet. Mine are 6 panes on top half and 4 
panes on bottom half of window. These seem to be made out of resin. I got some scrap frosted 
plastic from TAP Plastic for the windows. I cut them to around 4 inches x 5 inches. Then used 
Titebond III to glue the resin window frames on to the frosted plastic. This also will set up in 
about 30 minutes. 
 
Then while letting this dry I make my winch for the grain door, and attach it to the hoisting 
beam (see Picture 22). 
 
Next I install two brass wires inside of the building (see Picture 24) for the 14-volt grain of 
wheat lamps to be soldered on to. I only used one bulb inside and one for the front door (see 
Picture 26). 
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Picture 24:  Showing mill's brass wire lighting power buss. 

 
"Ya that a tree frog ck'ing out the housing commendations." Now I went back to the windows 
and installed them. 
 

 
Picture 25:  Showing the windows installed on the left side of the mill. 
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Still using Titebond III on frosted edge of plastic so no glue will get near the window opening. 
After it sets up, Ya… another 30 minutes or so, I grouted around the frames to the window 
opening of the building. I painted the frames dark brown that dried in a few minutes. Now I did 
the doors the same way. Those I painted first but still glued them on that frosted extra scrap 
plastic to get them sq. in the door opening. After they dried. I didn't like the darn white grout on 
the tiles. Didn't look old looking enough so I got some walnut Old English stain to wipe all 
over the building and wipe until I got the stained look I wanted. 
 

 
Picture 26:  Showing the lintel beam over the door, and the light over the door.  

 
Now that that was done found a piece of cement backer board for the base. I grouted around it 
after I glued and screwed this in place. (see the base in Picture 25). 
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Here is the roof cap that is finished and ready to back on building. 
 

 
Picture 27:  Showing the roof cap finished with all the corregated tin installed. 

 
Now the building is finished. If you look close to the front of the building is where the 
electrical wires come out over top floor of building and where I soldered a small plug on the 
wires to plug in to my light poles. Most of my building plugs into light poles so I can take them 
in during the wintertime. So it’s easy to keep building clean for the summer.  
We’ll break this off and post the water wheel next. This building is done and not too bad for an 
old guy. HAHAHHAHAHA  
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PART IV THE WATERWHEEL 
 
Now to do the Water wheel.  I looked around and I came up with Stoneworks kit. This is 
pretty straightforward from Stoneworks. Nice kit. 
 
It comes with two halves and the paddle round insert or bucket for wheel. It has a brass shaft 
about 6 inches long, has a brass bushing and they look like Teflon bushings. I used...Yup... 
Titebond III, beings it's for weather and glued the two sides together. It comes pre-drilled for 
the shaft. After it dried, I put the shaft in and had to add some washers on one side to get it 
straight and balanced. I painted it dark brown. 
 
Then I cut some redwood, 1/2" square x 10 inches long. This will be the wheel timber uprights. 
The reason I made them so long is they have to go in the ground about half way to keep wheel 
from moving. This wheel will stay under the trough, even if the building is moved or put away 
for the wintertime. 
 
I seal coated these timbers and made cross sections to make an "A" frame.  
Now I found a piece of brass flat stock and made a shaft straps (see Picture 28). 
 

 
Picture 28:  Mill waterwheel and its "A" frame uprights. 

I cut a small piece of brass tubing to fit over the shaft and then added the strap over the tubing.  
I Used USA gear grease for the lubrication on shaft. It seams to hold up in the weather around 
here (see Picture 29). 
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Picture 29:  Close up of waterwheel axle straps. 

 

 
Picture 30:  Waterwheel installed next to mill's foundation. 
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Then comes the fun. Dig a hole for the "A" frame to set it into and about 1/2 inch under the 
trough. I set mine about 1 inch over center of the hole in the trough. This makes the wheel fill 
up more and run slower. Remember we have flow adjustment gate on the sluice to get it to stop 
if we want (see Picture 30). 
 
After I got it set in place I put sand and gravel around the post, tamped it down with a small 
board to get it set. Then I just added a little more sand and mortar to finish setting it up.  
Now comes the fun part. Run some water in the trough and play around with it. To see how fast 
or slow you want the wheel to turn. 
 
I drilled a small hole in the side of the building that looked about where the wheel should be 
located. (Ya... try to find the grout to drill in. Not the tile.) 
 
These pictures show the mill installed on its foundation, next to the waterwheel. 
 

 
Picture 31:  Grist Mill installed next to waterwheel 
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Some additional pictures. 
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Well this should do it. I hooked mine up to the power poles and let the Malibu light transformer 
turn on the light to all buildings in the yard. I hooked mine up last night and sure was nice to 
see the wheel moving from the small glow from the light from the windows. 
 
Here are my finish pictures. 
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Sorry for it being such a long articles but it sure was fun building it.  Hope Shad doesn't mind 
these long articles. About the only place to post them. Noel  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


